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The Annual Report was first published in 2005, and its main 

purpose is to inform and provide a report to all key stakeholders 

of the St. Andrew’s community, as well as to summarize the 

achievements, objectives and challenges in the school agenda.
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The SASS Annual Report was first published 12 years ago, covering activities at the 

school during 2005. 

At that time, ACEESA’s Board of Governors had delegated authority to a School 

Committee and a University Committee to oversee and manage day to day support 

for the Headmaster and the Rector of the University, respectively.

On September 1st 2010, ACEESA, acting as founder, transferred all University activities 

to the legal entity “Fundación Universidad de San Andrés”, contributing the related 

assets to this new entity which operates in a financially autonomous manner, albeit 

under the umbrella of ACEESA. 

However, despite establishing an independent governance for the University, ACEESA 

maintained the School Committee functions until July 2016, when at an offsite 

meeting of the Board, it was agreed to close the Committee and restore the previously 

delegated activities. The Board now provides support for the Headmaster and his 

team through the creation of specific committees, which can be of a permanent (e.g. 

Finance Committee) or temporary (e.g. Relocation Committee) nature. 

The motivation for this change in the governance of SASS is to bring all Board 

members closer to the challenges faced by the Headmaster and his team, continue 

to provide focus and support where needed, and to improve communication both 

within our SASS community and that of the numerous St. Andrew’s entities.

Our top priorities for SASS focus on: 

- A student-centred education, developing the skills required to be lifelong learners 

with the ability to adapt to the challenge of a constant and rapidly changing global 

environment.

- The completion of the new Campus project, which in the near term requires the 

sale of existing assets to finance the construction of our new Kindergarten, Primary 

and Secondary Schools. In this respect, the construction of the new Primary School, 
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School Committee Chairman’s Letter

Board of Governors Chairman’s Letter
STUDENT-CENTRED EDUCATION AT SASS
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INTRODUCTION

School Committee Chairman’s Letter6

financed with the proceeds from the sale of Punta Chica, is scheduled to commence during July 2017, and 

is projected to be ready for use no later than March 2020.

 - A reduction in superfluous costs.

- Reinforced efforts to search for support and commitment from parents, staff and students towards 

achieving vastly improved results from education on the use of alcohol.

Concerning this, I would be remiss if I did not mention an item of serious public concern (see La Nación 

Editorial 08/02/17 “Adicciones en adolescentes”), which the Board shares. Whilst as parents and grandparents 

we are challenged daily, it would appear that part of the problem is a lack of parental awareness and 

control, resulting in student access to often unlimited alcohol at functions off school premises.

In this respect, the Board, who recently created a Community and Values Committee, intends to work   

together with the School and APESA to reinforce efforts to assist parents in alcohol education and work 

towards creating effective preventative information networks.

Finally, on behalf of ACEESA, I would like to thank all members of the community of Parents, Trustees, and 

Former Pupils, and especially our volunteers and donors, for their continued support and guidance. I would 

also like to thank our faculty, staff and students for their enormous effort in making St. Andrew’s education 

one of the best leaders in a challenging educational environment.

Steven T. Darch
Chairman - Board of Governors ACEESA

July 2017
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As education is slowly but inexorably striving towards a definitive change in the learning paradigm, 

reassessing practice to address the needs of a generation of students that was born digital, an unresolved 

fundamental question still looms large in the collective consciousness of educators and policy makers all 

over the world: how to measure success and effectiveness in education.

And the question is so hard to answer because it points straight to the vortex of a massive change that far 

transcends education. In the space of a couple of decades the world turned from finite to infinite, from linear 

to organic, from predictable to intrinsically uncertain, and, in the process, our metrics have been rendered 

not only almost pointless but also dangerous. Any attempt at compartmentalising our respective portions 

of reality, in any area of business, and trying to come up with an analytical rational set of parameters that 

describe what is, by default, a complex and chaotic scenario, with overwhelming stimuli and infinite data, 

may be an exercise in futility.

Education is obviously not immune to this trend, far from it; it has been particularly susceptible to this 

unsettling absence of measurable results. What for ages used to be the universally accepted measuring and 

benchmarking instrument, standardised exams in all forms and manners, from International Exams to state 

mandated tests, are rightfully questioned as only quantifying a very partial dimension of learning, related to 

an academic model and what can be assessed in high stakes sit down written tests. There is a strong and 

very welcome sense of awareness as to that education is much more than can be measured in tests, and as 

we welcome educational initiatives that target not only character development and values but also higher 

order thinking skills, we are also left with the pending question of how to measure success for them.

To try to come to terms with this new and unprecedented situation, it is imperative that, faithful to our quest 

to become lifelong learners, the one and only sure way to become fully fledged citizens of our current and 

future times, we let go of our almost innate desire to rank, categorise and rate what we do, and learn to 

develop an intuitive and holistic insight about accountability, more based on the richness of processes than 

on the results themselves. 

There is, of course, no definite answer to the issue of what is success in schools, as it is a question that begs 

for an in-depth discernment process about what really matters, in our case, in a school. Rewriting our own 

success narrative implies a soul-searching process about what we care most deeply for, our core values 

and educational beliefs. When reviewing the year that has gone by, as is the explicit object of this Annual 

Headmaster’s Letter
OF SUCCESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY
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Report, we have attempted to highlight those events and instances in the year that best reflect what St. 

Andrew’s is about, the values and principles we hold dear.

It is our hope that in browsing through this veritable cornucopia of events, facts, numbers, results, actions, 

projects and strategies, you will be able not only to take stock of the wealth and diversity of all that 

happens in school, but also that another, deeper, more meaningful, albeit if implicit voice emerges from 

the accumulation of data, the voice of those young boys and girls, women and men who make our school 

every day, in their various roles, and for whom hopefully too, children and adults alike, St. Andrew’s may 

become a life affirming experience.

Gabriel Rshaid - Headmaster
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St. Andrew’s Scots School was established by a group of Scottish settlers determined 

to educate their children in their mother tongue, their culture and their faith.  On the 

1st of September, 1838, thirteen years after the arrival of those settlers, a tiny school 

was opened in the Presbyterian Church, at 55 Piedras St. in the city of Buenos Aires. 

The first pupils were girls, but the school rapidly became co-educational.

The founders sought to integrate Christian faith and practice with academic 

distinction. In their eyes, education was an instrument of moral training, directed to 

its highest purpose when made not merely an exercise of the mind but a training of 

opinion, disposition and habits.  In character, undoubtedly, lie the essential elements 

of human happiness or human misery.

In 1885, the opening of Avenida de Mayo led to the pulling down of the Scottish 

Church building.  The growing school was moved to the district of Barracas on 530 

Ituzaingó St., near Constitución station, where it catered, as proudly stated, for 135 

pupils drawn from diverse nationalities: Scottish, English, Irish, French, Spanish, Italian 

and Argentine. 

Some of the well remembered Headmasters of the school in those early days were 

Rev. William Brown, Rev. James Smith, J.W. Fleming, whose legacy has long been 

remembered, and, for a short period, Alexander Watson Hutton, who has gone down 

in Argentine history as the pioneer of football in the country.  In 1947, with the continual 

migration of the English-speaking community to the northern suburbs, the school 

was moved to Olivos. The premises at 550 Nogoyá St. were, in fact, inaugurated as 

St. Andrew’s All-boys School.

Over the years, St. Andrew’s became firmly inserted in the wider Argentine community 

and, in order to teach children whose mother tongue was not English, St. Andrew’s 

English Kindergarten was inaugurated in Olivos in 1963. Subsequently, St. Andrew’s 

Scots School for Girls was opened in 1966 with the vision of preparing women to 

take up careers of their own choice.  In 1980 School authorities decided to turn co-

educational again, for which the Boys’ and Girls’ Schools were fully merged. That 

same year, a second site for the Primary School and Kindergarten was inaugurated 

in Punta Chica in order to cater for a growing student body.

INSTITUTIONAL
INFORMATION
St. Andrew’s Origins

INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION
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In keeping with its long experience of striving for quality and improvement in teaching successive generations 

of students, in 1988 St. Andrew’s moved into the field of higher education and opened the Universidad 

de San Andrés (University of St. Andrew’s), with the view of bringing innovative ideas into Argentina’s 

educational field and offering a broad and challenging education to a diverse and talented student body.

St. Andrew’s has now grown to be a school of approximately 1900 students who receive a fully bilingual 

education. All its students are expected to complete seven IGCSE exams (Cambridge University) in Year 10 

and receive an International Baccalaureate Diploma in their last year at school. This challenging education 

prepares its graduates to enter excellent universities all around the world and, above all, provides them with 

the disposition and habits to be acknowledged as thoughtful and caring citizens.

The mission looks ahead towards the future describing what is expected from its graduates, articulating the 

principal aims of its educational model, providing guidance to management and staff in their daily work, as 

well as a strong sense of identity.

Mission Statement & Statement of Values
MISSION STATEMENT

INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION

Mission Statement & Statement of Values12

St. Andrew’s Scots School aims to graduate responsible citizens 

committed to serving Argentina and contributing to its equitable 

development through a well-balanced, bilingual education which 

meets high international standards and fosters a joy for learning.

Pupils are taught to inquire deeply, work responsibly and care for 

others, themselves and the environment.  We build their character 

in a diverse and respectful community, expecting high standards 

of discipline and commitment, supporting them to reach their full 

potential and nurturing their intellectual, emotional, physical and 

spiritual dimensions.

The ethic and moral foundations of St. Andrew’s Scots School are 

anchored in its Presbyterian Heritage, rooted in the Sacred Scriptures.
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Integrity, Respect, Responsibility

As a community, which seeks the flourishing of all its members within and beyond the School, St. Andrew’s 

Scots School affirms its commitment to enshrine certain ideals throughout all teaching, administrative 

and organisational activities.  The first of these is consideration for the needs, rights, interests and feelings 

of each person; a steady disposition to treat others as we ourselves would wish to be treated.  This is 

enshrined in the universal precept of the ‘Golden Rule’, the practical habit of “loving our neighbours as 

ourselves”.  The active expression of this attitude is characterised by such virtues as:

STATEMENT OF VALUES

These virtues need to be espoused in a spirit of openness as commitment

to them calls for discovery and renewal in our life as members of the community.

St Andrew’s you’re our pride and joy

Sic itur ad astra

For every pupil girl or boy

Hip rah rah rah rah

St Andrew’s we will live to learn

To glorify your name

As we go marching on

We’ll always guard your fame

Our School Song
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Our Symbols

LOGO / OUR SCHOOL SHIELD
A navy blue shield with a white diagonally 

transversed cross surrounded by a thistle floral 

emblem. St. Andrew was one of Christ’s twelve 

apostles. Since medieval times the X-shaped cross 

upon which St. Andrew was supposedly crucified 

has been the Scottish national symbol.

The Thistle is the national flower of Scotland, 

which was first used in the 15th century as a 

symbol of defense.

St Andrew’s Day: November 30th.

TARTAN 
Our uniform is based on the Lamont Ancient 

Tartan which is predominantly green, blue, black 

and white. This clan descends from the original 

Scots who crossed the sea from Iceland, where 

their original name meant “lawgiver”.

HOUSES
Our different School Houses take their names 

from the founding fathers:

• Rev. William Brown (blue)

• Mr. James Dodds (yellow)

• Rev. J.W. Fleming (red)

• Mr. John Monteith Drysdale (green)

MOTTO
“Sic Itur Ad Astra” - which means “Such is the way 

to the stars”.
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For the first time ever, members of the St. Andrew’s community organised an event in which everyone 

shared their missions and learnt from each other. The festival took place on the afternoon of Saturday, 

December 3rd. It was a special occasion in which members and subcommittees of the St. Andrew’s Church, 

School, University and Club participated together. 

The event was opened by both the St. Andrew’s Society of the River Plate Pipe Band and the Highland Thistle 

Pipe Band followed by an opening speech delivered by Gerardo Muniello, Minister of the Presbyterian 

Church. A wide range of activities was offered: TED-type talks, band and choir performances, team sports 

and mini-golf, food-trucks and community tables to share eating time and games for the younger ones. An 

art and solidarity activity of making Christmas cards and assembling presents that were distributed to the 

131 organisations that are part of the Red San Andrés, was one of the highlights of the afternoon.       

The event itself proved to be an excellent opportunity for everyone to spend time together but the previous 

organisational meetings as well as the St. Andrew’s institutional timeline video that resulted were worth 

celebrating.   

A special thank you to community member sponsors who contributed towards making this festival possible.

Festival CASA
COMUNIDAD AMPLIADA SAN ANDRÉS
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ACTIVITIES 2016

Kindergarten

Kindergarten

17

The Kindergartens have been working on empowering their young children to be 

leaders in their own learning. We started the 2016 school year with renewed classrooms 

and colourful hallways and common spaces. The aesthetics and new classroom 

disposition are aligned with our philosophy and pedagogy. Spaces are more flexible, 

there is light and colour, and when walking through the Kindergarten you can see 

work displayed, children in action playing, discovering and learning at all times.

Classroom management has shifted from a teacher-centred model to a student-

centred approach. Children work in small groups at stations and make decisions in 

their own learning process. Teachers act as facilitators, guiding and supporting them. 

Learning is more personalised, identifying each child’s unique learning profile and 

providing meaningful and experiences.

It is never too early to develop higher order thinking skills such as: critical thinking and 

problem solving, collaboration, communication, creativity and innovation which are 

main drivers of our early childhood curriculum.

Our units of inquiry and projects are based on real life problems and objects of study 

that relate to children’s interests.  Play is a fundamental pillar of our programme, both 

as a tool to learn and as an area of knowledge itself. We have immersed in various 

types of play such as dramatic play, constructions, games with rules, heuristic and 

outdoor play. Students are challenged to think out of the box, experiment, observe 

and find solutions to problems in a creative way. 
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Kindergarten18

Project Based Learning was present in all age groups. The core of PBL includes: Student’s choice and 

voice, innovative and varied resources, creativity, critical thinking, relevant experiences according to group 

and individual interests, organisational skills and social emotional learning. Some PBL applied in both sites 

was: why do we get sick?, why do we have to brush your teeth?, the Kindergarten sandpit, producing our 

concert, amongst many other interesting ones. Interviews and sessions with experts in different fields and 

visits and outings enrich their understanding and discovery of the world, being active in the production of 

knowledge and meaning.

Technology is a powerful catalyst for learning. Our implementation approach supports children as 

producers and not only consumers of technology. I Ready, an adaptive technology software enabled a 

more personalised approach to Maths and literacy and produced data and learning outcomes at hand 

for teachers. Coding, a programming language, was introduced to our K5 students through two robots, 

Dash and Beebot. They all thoroughly enjoyed it and through coding have begun to learn many important 

skills like logical thinking, problem solving, predicting, persistence, collaboration and communication. We 

believe coding will teach children a different way of thinking and allow them to incorporate different skills 

for their future education. 

Art is a fundamental part of Kindergarten life. Children express their feelings and inner world through 

various means of art, and enjoy appreciating, producing, and expressing themselves through art projects. 

At the end of the year, an Art Exhibition was set up for the community and students, parents and teachers 

felt extremely proud of the diversity of work accomplished throughout the year.

We believe in lifelong learning and foster it both in our students and staff. Our teachers have engaged in 

various professional development courses and conferences which directly impact in the quality of the 

education we deliver.

We strive to ignite our children’s passions and talents, help them grow and overcome their difficulties in an 

environment filled with joy, play, inquiry, with caring adults who foster positive social emotional well-being 

and who challenge our students to become the best versions of their unique selves.

Victoria Ayam - Kindergarten Head
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During the last three years, one of our drives has been to implement new ways to increase our students’ 

awareness of their own learning process, teaching them to reflect upon their developing attitudes and 

skills as learners, guiding them to self-assess their areas of academic strengths and areas in need of further 

development. We have been teaching our young students to voice their interests and needs, to work both 

collaboratively and independently and we have encouraged them to seek help when in doubt or need. We 

have been building on our pupils’ responsibility and respectful attitudes, teaching them to reflect and build 

on their social interactions with adults and peers alike. 

Primary School

LEARNING AS A JOURNEY

During this process, it soon became evident that our current Report fell short as a communicating instrument, 

as it no longer reflected the array of conversations that were taking place inside our classrooms, the skills 

that were being developed by our pupils and the learning attitudes that were sought by our teachers. Most 

importantly, our Report became rapidly outdated as it felt alien to our pupils as they could not identify their 

own thinking or learning as described in it. 

We set to work as a team, on the design of a new instrument that would do better justice to communicate 

more fairly our pupils’ learning progress and our innovative teaching. After many months of collaborative 

work, we put together a new set of descriptors to report our students’ learning as a process, measured in 

terms of their ongoing progress. We aimed to communicate their personal and social development, their 

attitudes and skills as learners and their academic attainments. 
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At the same time, we continued to stress the importance of involving our students as early as first year, to 

assess their own learning process. We therefore came up with new self-assessment tools to confront our 

pupils with metacognitive questions in order to guide their understanding of their own learning, to help 

them identify their areas of strengths or areas in need of further development. At the end of the year, some 

of our pupils invited their parents to share their learning journey. They spent some time together in their 

classrooms, sharing their learning highlights or preferred projects. With great pride and enthusiasm, they 

became accountable of their progress and were able to give a detailed description of what they had learnt 

during the year. 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

INNOVATIVE PRACTICES 

We want to recognise all the teams of very dedicated teachers who worked painstakingly and collaboratively 

in order to inspire and ignite learning in their students during 2016. Year after year, the professional dialogue 

that has taken place among teachers, has rekindled in them the spark of learning, building a true community 

of learners. With the help of external experts and with the collaborative drive of peers, teachers revised their 

units of study, giving new depth to projects. 

Participation in the Sasslearning blog, a platform created with the objective of sharing good practice 

amongst staff from all sectors, was high as well as the number of teams that embarked on the professional 

development contest promoted by the school.  The focus for this year’s challenge was on project-based 

learning and the Primary staff worked in interdisciplinary groups to present interesting and motivating 

projects. We congratulate the two winning teams from our sector: “Bringing Shakespeare into the XXI 

Century” and “Wisdom begins in wonder”.

We also embarked on a deep review of our Science curriculum. Guided by a team from UDESA, both sites 

joined efforts in consolidating our approach towards scientific learning and worked in the planning of 

projects with a strong emphasis on skills rather than the content itself. 

The concept of education is going through great changes. These past years and the ones ahead will 

probably be the time of greatest transformation in educational practices. In tune with these trends, we 

are constantly thinking of new and different ways of improving our students’ learning experience. During 

2016 we have implemented innovative practices such as robotics, coding, mindfulness and student-led 

workshops of various disciplines that led us to confront both teachers and pupils with new challenges. We 
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PSHE

Our school’s PSE programme is an essential part of our approach. Year after year we find new aspects to 

develop and complement what is already implemented. The complexity of social interactions compels 

us to think of different ways of aiding our students in their development as human beings and as actively 

responsible members of our community. In this sense, we devote ample time within our schedule to give 

space to reflection, cooperative activities, attentive listening, empathy training and building respect towards 

differences. We also have a strong focus on understanding the importance of health in their upbringing 

which implies both physical and emotional dimensions.

During this year, students engaged actively in service learning projects as the organization of football 

tournaments (Minkai), bake sales (REDSA San Fernando en red) and Bingos (AUDELA). Programmes such 

as “Padrinos” and “Induction projects” joined Primary and Kindergarten students; projects such as “Building 

community” in year 3 and “We are Community” in year 6 emphasize connection, bonding and the sense of 

belonging to our school´s community.

In short, 2016 was a year of celebration of learning in multiple aspects. We are proud to have witnessed 

such growth in our students and staff and we aim to keep on instilling the passion for learning in the hope 

that it may become a trademark of the Primary years at school.

Caroline Ayling - Olivos Primary Head

Moira Lutteral - Punta Chica Primary Head

fostered autonomy, reflection, communication and collaboration. These new spaces were highly valued 

by students. 
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Secondary School
At the end of the 2015 school year, we as a Secondary School decided upon three main objectives to 

work on based on perceived needs by the staff and administration. These objectives tied in to our school’s 

mission statement and focused on improving both student academic rigour and school culture.

Objective: To review and revise our school’s student evaluation policy in order to 

reflect school values and best educational practices, and to prepare to implement any 

suggested changes for the 2017 school year

Objective: To place greater emphasis on showcasing student work throughout 

the school and community

PROCESS AND OUTCOMES:

Work was done with the whole staff to review educational best practices and to identify areas of the 

assessment policy that required alteration.

Staff were invited to participate in an assessment committee to begin looking at the entire policy. All 

those interested were encouraged to participate.

Some students from the upper years were invited to initial meetings to provide input from a student 

perspective.

Meetings were held throughout the year, with the final result being a new approach to assessment 

which includes both academic achievement and learner profile characteristics. Much of the learner 

profile rubric was derived from education taxonomies as well as the IB Learner Profile. All staff were 

consulted and informed throughout the process.

Rubrics and policy were developed and published. Extensive training sessions were held with staff to 

assist in implementation of the new policy for the beginning of the 2017 school year.

In addition to the new policy, progress in assessment was attained over the course of the year through 

greater focus on project-based learning. In the Middle School, we piloted a unit on Risk as well as the 

Ping Pong Challenge in order to move away from tests as the only measure of academic success. Both 

of these projects were met with great enthusiasm by both students and staff.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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PROCESS AND OUTCOMES

PROCESS AND OUTCOMES

The Student Showcase was launched. This is a weekly feature of the Friday Bulletin in which various 

students’ projects and activities are displayed to the community. Each week, a different Department 

was asked to contribute student work as a means to showcase all the wonderful learning that goes on 

in our school.

The emergence of Radio SASS as a way to broadcast major school events live on YouTube. Besides 

broadcasting events, Radio SASS conducted many interviews with community members and guests. 

There were even Live Feed broadcast throughout the school during registration times.

Our Prefects also got involved with this objective, beginning a special Instagram innovation called 

Citizens of SASS with the intention of showcasing members of our school.

Through our Middle School PBLs, we invited parents more frequently to visit the school to see their 

child’s learning.

Staff were given many opportunities to interact through discussion of best practices in education. 

Much of this was obviously tied to investigation and debate on the topic of student assessment. 

Through interdisciplinary project-based learning themes, especially in the Middle School, teachers 

were encouraged to work together to develop units of study and to connect to a thematic approach 

for our students. Various teachers other than the Heads of Department were able to assume leadership 

roles within this structure, empowering them to positively influence the community environment as 

well as to enhance their own leadership skills.

Sheldon Guenther - Head of Secondary

•

•

•

•

•

•

Objective: To build a stronger, more cohesive teaching staff willing to learn 

with and from each other
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External Exams (IGCSE / IB)28

For the November 2016 session of IB exams 127 students were enrolled for exams 

of which 104 were entered for the full bilingual diploma with the remaining 23 

students entered for IB Course. Out of these 104 candidates, 62 achieved the full 

IB diploma.

 

DIPLOMAS OBTAINED EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF DIPLOMA CANDIDATES

When compared to 2015, our average diploma point score decreased from 31 points in 2015 to 30 in 2016 

but we still are above the 2014 average and at similar level than in prior years. Our average subject score 

dropped from 4.51 to 4.21.  It is important to note that all of our students are entered for the Diploma or 

Course programme, whereas in many other schools around the world, students are selected for the IB 

programme according to academic criteria. Having this in mind, the percentage of diploma candidates that 

achieved the IB diploma has dropped to 59%. It is also noteworthy that students at St. Andrew’s sit their IB 

examinations mostly in English (their second language) and obtain a Bilingual Diploma whereas around 31% 

of the Diplomas awarded by the IB were bilingual. 

External Exams (IGCSE / IB)
IB RESULTS NOVEMBER 2015
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SASS AVERAGE SUBJECT SCORE

AVERAGE DIPLOMA POINT SCORE

An IB diploma score of 40 points or more is a truly outstanding achievement and would gain the candidate 

entry into the most prestigious universities in the world. We would like to celebrate and congratulate two 

of our students: Alejo Navarro Goldaraz (42 points) and Victoria Mc Cluskey (40 points). While in 2016, 46 

candidates scored 30 points or more, in 2016, 28 candidates obtained diplomas of 30 points or higher. 

We want to congratulate specially those who achieved 35 points or more: Manuel Quevedo Guadagni, 

Santiago Bugallo, Lucas Graciano, Julieta Macome, Axel Geller, Francisco Granda and Julia Schwartz.
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External Exams (IGCSE / IB)30

The November 2016 IGCSE results were slightly 

below to those of 2015. The A*/A grades were 

similar to those of 2014, with 19.46%. By the other 

hand, A*/C grades were 70.97%.

Considering subject individual results, there was an 

improvement with respect to 2015 in the following 

subjects: Environmental Management and First 

Language English. Most of the other subject 

remained at par with 2015, however there was a 

decrease in the Mathematics results. 

We would like to congratulate Catalina Galuzzi, 

Catalina Insussarry, Máximo Navarrane, Nicole Belaus, 

Bárbara Zoani, Mariano Dolhare and Lola Poblet, who 

have obtained exclusively grades A and A*.

Finally, we can say that SASS grades are similar 

the World and national averages, even though 

the Argentine 2015 and 2016 statistics are not yet 

available.

IGCSE 2016
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PERCENTAGE GRADES A*/A

PERCENTAGE GRADES A*/C

Diego Bertotto - Secondary Deputy Head (Teaching and Learning)
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Another year has ended, but not without leaving an unforgettable mark in all of those who participated in the 

thousand and one activities of Community Service where our students behave with such sensitivity, involved 

with the reality of people they hardly know but with whom they attain empathy, based on comprehension, 

respect and love. And every time it said that today’s youth has lost its way, hundreds of images come to 

mind of our students loving in a concrete way, with words and actions, with selflessness and commitment. 

We particularly remember Federico, Class of ’12, who despite having a clear vocation since the early years 

of Secondary, reached Y12 fully committed to spending his time in solidarity projects. That day we talked 

about the lack of a Solidarity Degree, but that Argentina really needed a Chemical Engineer with his heart, 

with his thoughts on serving others. That talk shed light on the mission we have in the Service Learning 

Department: to awaken in our students, future professionals in all areas, a vocation for serving. So yes, there 

is hope, even if surrounded by social injustice. Read on if you do not believe this is so. 

Learning through Service

MIDDLE SCHOOL

PAS Programme + Construcción de la Ciudadanía + Trip to Delta  
The PAS programme (Primeras Acciones Solidarias) for Y7, welcomed the newly arrived students as they 

took part with high enthusiasm in a variety of meetings with different partner institutions. We particularly 

highlight the Emotions Kermesse organised by one of the tutor groups for three Kindergartens, members 

of San Fernando en Red. As usual, the Construcción de la Ciudadanía programme for Y8 surprised us with 
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SECONDARY

Cucha Cucha and Cacharí
Our Y9 and 10 students put all their energy once again into the trips to Cucha Cucha and Cacharí. Our 

children enjoy the simple town life in these rural areas, and take advantage of each exchange with the 

locals to get to know a different type of life, which is not better or worse, just different. This year, as well 

six projects which shined out for their impact and originality. We worked with Conin Rincón de Milberg, Los 

Perejiles (Pizza Catering by children with Down Syndrome), PowerChair, Educar y Crecer (a visit to the city), 

Preparation of First Aid Kits (first aid training for parents), Centro de Formación Integral Santa María de Luján 

(a visit to the Natural Sciences Museum), Escuela Chino-Argentina N°28 (a visit to La Granja Chocolatada) 

and Hogar Puerta del Cielo (reading and writing project). Neither did we miss the trip to the Delta, led by 

Adolfo Ambertín, where 40 students from Y7 and 8 went on an adventure up the river to share two great 

days with the children from the Escuela N°11. On this occasion, we worked in the orchard and painted 

the garden games, shared a tasty breakfast and led classes and workshops. We managed to take them a 

microwave oven and other things we bought with the funds raised at the Sassy Fair.

Sassy Fair 
In September, we held our first second-hand fair. Sassy Fair was a success, thanks to the courage of students 

and parents who dared to pioneer this new project.

And the success is not only based on their pluck, but also on their commitment and love of a great team 

of students, parents and staff. What started off with a couple of little bags of clothes, ended up with a 

challenging but fun classification task in the hands of the mothers, a spectacular photo shoot, the setting-up 

day with tonnes of enthusiasm, and, of course, a GREAT FAIR. The best part, as well as raising $93,220 for 

partner institutions and solidarity projects, was to enjoy getting to know each other and having lots of fun.  

We have already purchased three wheel-chairs (old peoples’ home), a microwave oven (Delta) and a water-

heater (Cucha Cucha), as well as paint for many institutions. We also helped with the purchase of medical 

equipment (Santiago del Estero) and covered the cost of transport services for our outings.

 

We wish to thank all the Y7 students and parents, as well as teachers, heads and other SASS colleagues, and 

a special thanks to the Y7 mothers who led the project with exemplary love. 

This Fair was the first of many. We continue setting trends in Community Service! 
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as many other recreational and educational activities, the Cacharí project focused on helping the Public 

Library to raise the necessary funds to restore it for its 100th anniversary. We reached this objective through 

a series of events which brought in over $37,000. In Cucha Cucha, our students painted the Primary and 

Secondary classrooms, as well as performing scientific experiments, open-air sports and fun activities in 

the Kindergarten.

Santiago del Estero 
This most special trip continues to move everyone, both the students and teachers who travelled as well 

as the rest of the community who supported us with donations. Without doubt, it is the icing on the cake 

for the students who reach the last years of Secondary and find a solid project to close their entire career 

in Community Service.

We continue working with the Haciendo Camino NGO, who is fully committed to northern Argentina, 

where they work to fight poverty, malnutrition, violence and lack of education, among other problems 

which are all interwoven. 

35 students and 4 teachers went on this occasion; all witnesses to one of the greatest battles which must 

be fought:  abandonment. It was a week of mixed feelings. As though we were constantly tossing a coin 

which came up heads and tails, representing moments of sadness and moments of happiness. It was a 

week of listening to stories which have to be heard first-hand, with respect and without prejudice. And with 

the premise of loving without measure.

We painted beautiful murals, equipped stimulation centres with the huge amount of donations collected 

by families at our Kindergartens (so, so many donations, that we managed to equip 5 centres), we fixed 

walls as well as any builder, we organised a massive refreshment for the mothers and asked them to teach 

us their crafts, we played with the children and entertained them with music (their faces on hearing the 

trumpet were incredible!) and games, we visited homes, painted and secured shelves and bookcases to the 

walls. But the most important action came through: WE LOVED THEM.

We are proud of this team of young people, who knew how to be moved, be respectful, move around with 

great sensibility, get angry at injustice, listen and be fully open and giving. We heard many praises about 

them, mostly “it is not usual to find children this age like them”. 

VOXPOP recital in aid of Haciendo Camino
Because of the trip to Añatuya and the precarious medical attention there, we came up with the idea of 
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holding a fundraising event. As though Heaven sent, our Voxpop friends brought forward an offer to hold 

a show in aid of any one of our projects.  Thus, we were lucky enough to count on them for one of their 

spectacular shows. Music + humour, hand in hand with our friends, one unforgettable evening.

We congratulate all our students who worked with much commitment and joy so this event could happen. 

They publicized the show, sold the tickets, recorded videos, decorated the Hall, cooked and sold delicious 

food, acted as ushers, and ran the evening in their gala clothes; all Year groups working together. One 

student brought the house down when singing and playing his own songs, composed on the trip, inspired 

and touched by the experience. Thank you, Marcos Eisner, for sharing your talent with us.

We are very grateful and pleased to announce that we raised $65,000 for the purchase of medical 

equipment for the Fundación Haciendo Camino. The volunteer doctors who travel to Santiago del Estero 

and Chaco once a month, are very grateful for having received an oto-acoustic transmitter, an otoscope 

and an ultrasound machine. These were acquired with the revenue from the show and a little help from 

the Sassy Fair. We are working towards buying more equipment to diagnose and treat the families who visit 

the medical centres.

FASHION SHOW in aid of Hospital Ricardo Gutiérrez
This year, Y12 students joined a very special project: Fundación Alcesi, Asociación de Lucha Contra 

Enfermedades Sanguíneas Infantiles, invited us to help remodel the Oncology and Haematology Units of 

the Hospital Ricardo Gutierrez, to make them brighter and more child-friendly. We took part of a fund-

raising fashion show at the Faena Art Center in Puerto Madero. And we undoubtedly had the best role in 

the event, chosen by our own students: to pick up from the hospital and take the children and their parents, 

taking care of all their needs during the show.  We had met them the previous month when we dressed 

up as clowns and visited them to play and sing. It was a privilege to bring out their smiles, given the tough 

situation they are in.

Closing the year all together 
Middle School and Secondary closed the year in style with the end of year student lunch and a special 

celebration for all the teachers who accompanied them in their personal projects and the non-teaching staff 

who make this possible. On both occasions, we enjoyed the delicious pizzas from our friends Los Perejiles. 

We also catered for a Christmas Dinner for a group of homeless people, and honoured our cleaning staff 

with boxes of delicious food for Christmas, as a way to thank them for all they do for us during the year.

Priscilla Garritano - Learning through Service - Secondary
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Last year’s IB Art Exhibition 

presented a new challenge for 

students. The requirements for 

the exam have changed and 

the focus is now on curatorial 

practice.

What is curatorial practice? What 

does a curator do? Typically, a 

curator is responsible for creating 

interest in the work displayed. 

A curator knows the artist and 

knows the audience. They help 

create a narrative so that whoever 

sees the pieces is guided by how 

they are presented.

Creativity & Performance
IB ART EXHIBITION

‘Creativity is allowing yourself to make mistakes. 
Art is knowing which ones to keep.’  Scott Adams

ACTIVITIES 2016
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The students had to curate their own work. They had to select which pieces to bring in, which to leave 

out. In some cases, a really painful process. In others, it was a relief; mistakes could be left out. But for 

all the students it meant revisiting their own creative process, looking at their production with new eyes 

and defending their choices. Space had to be taken into account and each student had the opportunity 

to design their stall. And what is more, this curatorial exercise began a conversation about art, about what 

those last two years had meant to them and the exhibition was no longer a static display of the best work 

but a vibrant conversation about individuality and expression.

Parents and families enjoyed a relaxed vernissage and talked to the artists themselves. Many witnessed the 

honesty behind these interactions and silently listened to engaged teenagers speak about their deepest 

concerns. It was a truly joyful event.

Paula Barberis - Head of Art
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IB THEATRE
2016 brought the first cohort of IB Theatre students at St. Andrew’s. Part of their course is to create original, 

collaboratively made theatre for performance. However, before the creative process can really ignite, it is 

vital that they function as an ensemble - a cohesive, unified group of artists working towards a common 

creative goal. Our IB Theatre students began to explore the concept of Site Specific Performance, where 

the space itself takes on such significance that it almost becomes another protagonist, so DNA, by Dennis 

Kelly, was chosen as the inaugural play.

Students covered all aspects of the production and the trailer was a completely student led interdisciplinary 

piece of work between IB Theatre and IB Film students. 

At a larger venue, the second national School’s Shakespeare Festival was held at the 25 de Mayo theatre in 

Villa Urquiza, and a small group of our students retold the expositional part of Macbeth, centered on the 

witches.  They gave two performances of original Shakespearean verse in English, of a quality rarely seen 

before, leaving those fortunate enough to be there spellbound. They returned victorious, winning first prize 

in a competition with over 130 schools.

The performance at the festival was the culmination of a long project of collaborative work between the 

Creative Arts and Language Strands. 

Oliver Proctor - Head of Creative and Performing Arts
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SENIOR PLAY
In 2016, we honoured the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death. Shakespeare has always been a good 

friend of the Drama Club and during the past five years we have staged three of his plays, not only because 

of their educational value but because acting them is fun.  Shakespeare’s plays deal with the very essence 

of man and acting them is a wonderful experience, so we adapted one of his most beautiful tragedies and 

created Juliet & Romeo. Once again, Shakespeare’s magic took the stage and all enjoyed the fantastic 

journey.

Mariano Caligaris - Director

IB FILM FESTIVAL, 4TH EDITION
We celebrated the student’s achievements by sharing their work with the community at the 4th Film Festival. 

The students were able to explain their thought process and show all their work to an enthusiastic crowd; 

the evening was a great success.

Four main films were presented covering different themes, all of them very deep and deft in a committed 

way, evidencing great team work and collegiality. Likewise, it was also a pleasure to have students from Y10 

and 11 also presenting their short films as part of a pre-IB category.

Luciana Savanti - IB Film & Head of Y9
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MUSIC INTERHOUSE
Packed into the hall for this occasion, were all members of all years in the Secondary School. The event 

was reduced to competitions across three categories; bands, choirs and open. All four houses presented 

pieces resulting in well over a hundred students going up onto stage to play, sing and perform throughout 

the afternoon. One of the reasons for such renewed enthusiasm and large recruitment for the bands and 

choirs was the lure of the first prize: not only the sought after inter-house cup but also the opportunity for 

the winning house to spend an afternoon in a professional studio to record their music. 

To make the experience more interactive, a new element was introduced where the audience could 

vote, using their mobile phones, for their favourite piece. An excellent digital platform was found by our 

headmaster, which enabled a spectacle to be drawn out of the “live voting”. As each vote came in a coloured 

bar would rise for that particular act, projected onto a big screen. 

The event exhibited the dedication and talent of the SASS Music Department and its students. Each choir, 

band and group had chosen and rehearsed their piece with great care and attention, growing over the 

weeks in musicianship and in camaraderie between students of varying ages. There had to be one winner 

nevertheless and the four invited judges were conclusive: Fleming House.
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CHOIR & BAND FESTIVAL
In October, we celebrated twenty years of uninterrupted presentations of the St. Andrew’s Choir & Band 

Festival.

Following a similar arrangement to previous years, the Festival brings together students from both Primaries, 

Middle and Secondary Schools on both nights, to the delight of parents and families, friends and former 

students gathered in the Secondary Hall. This year over 1,000 people were present to support and enjoy 

the music and emotions of the Primary Band, Junior Choir, Intermediate Band, Intermediate Choir, Concert 

Band, Concert Choir, Jazz Combo and Chamber Choir.

All the choirs and bands of the Music Department had the opportunity not only to perform for their families 

and friends, but also show the work done during the year and enjoy the only moment in the year when the 

students from different sectors can share their work together.

Congratulations to the 450 students who make up the various ensembles for their commitment and 

excellent work! 

Tomás Merello - Choir Director
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2016 was the year the Physical Education Department consolidated the enormous effort made the previous 

year with the inauguration of the Campus.

As happens many times due to the active pace at school, we have to think back on the activities which seem 

as though they have been in place for ever, but are really new, or events at the Campus which seemed to 

have happened 4 years ago; and our new site is only two years old! 

Activities and events which complement the PE world, such as camping outings, sports tours, matches, 

tournaments, etc., which are very difficult to summarise concerning all that we do as families, teachers and 

a community in general.

This year we worked jointly with the Development and Communications and IT departments to improve 

communication with parents, and that led to the addition of the Primary blog and mobile APP to the school 

Webpage. Information concerning regulations on outings and camping was included, so as to simplify 

access to forms and annexes, thus ensuring an easier process for all.

Concerning the specific PE and Sports activities, Primary School and the Former Pupils’ Club jointly 

reinforced the project for the Hockey playing girls, and we hope to extend this as an option to more 

students in 2017.

At the beginning of the year, all Secondary students performed different athletic trials at the Campus so as 

to have a physical evaluation, and this information was used later during the Athletics season at the end of 

the year.  This analysis gave very good results. We also revised all the Hockey curriculum, and capitalised 

the different teacher courses and training workshops to apply all the game techniques on our new Hockey 

fields. As for Rugby, teachers took part in various courses, of which the Jornada Internacional de Rugby 

with New Zealand trainers was the highlight. The Basketball team made a tour to USA, whilst Volleyball 

travelled to Chile together with Rugby and Hockey. Swimming started having interschool competitions.

Apart from the strictly school activities, we had the Jaguares and the Pumas XV and VII training at the 

Campus and we took advantage of this opportunity for our Primary students to watch their sports idols.

A sports committee was formed with members of the Former Pupils’ Club, the Headmaster, the Physical 

Education Director on behalf of the school, UdeSA and members of the Board of Governors. One of the 

Physical Education

ACTIVITIES 2016

Physical Education 45
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major aims is to attain effectiveness in the communications and implementation of tasks with common 

criteria among the School, University and Club. Another is to study the possibility of adding sports activities 

at the FPC, together with inviting the University students to join in on activities at the Club. 

Sports interaction among Schools has changed over the last years.  Although we keep to our traditional 

and emblematic fixtures with St. George’s, S. John’s, St. Alban’s and Belgrano Day School among others, we 

have widened our scope with schools such as Los Molinos, Pilgrim’s, Holy Cross, St. Brendan’s and Michael 

Ham, who offer us not only a quantity of Rugby and Hockey matches with similar quantities of teams and 

players, but also simplify the logistics of accessing their closer sports fields. 

As in all years, all the Primary and Secondary sports Interhouses were held: Swimming. Athletics, Football, 

Rugby and Hockey. However, the Rugby and Hockey Secondary School Interhouse had to be suspended 

twice for weather reasons, and was finally cancelled for lack of alternative dates.

All in all, a very active and inspiring year, as all School years tend to be! We wish to give thanks for all the 

day to day support our activity always receives, not only from the authorities in the different School sectors, 

but also from all the families within the community.

Daniel Pueta -  Physical Education Director 
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In any organisation, the main Human Resources strategy is to ATTRACT, RETAIN and 

MOTIVATE their staff. St. Andrew’s has a strong culture and loyal workforce, with an 

average seniority of ten years and we place a lot of energy in these three areas.

ATTRACT: during 2016, we had 45 new employees join SASS (including substitutions 

of leaves of absence).  To recruit new talent, we use traditional recruitment resources 

such as our website, job-vacancy sites and ads, not forgetting social media: our 

vacancies are displayed in LinkedIn and the former pupils’ Facebook page. We 

strive for the best talent in the market and we do get our fair share of unsolicited 

applications. That said, our best ambassadors remain …our staff! 229 candidates were 

interviewed to cover the 2016 openings, giving us an average ratio of 5 interviews per 

new employee. 

This year we had the special challenge of our Kindergarten expansion and new 

workshops design. We built a partnership with Heads to determine the best possible 

strategy, especially for K2 incorporations considering it is our first experience with 

children that age, who require specialized teachers.

Opening of K2 and K3 in our new Campus was another challenge in which our 

focus was to combine the SASS culture of experienced teachers with the energy and 

motivation of new helpers who could demonstrate our values of integrity, respect 

and responsibility in their professional achievements.

We had the pleasure to receive in February our newest expat, Oliver Proctor, as 

Creativity and Performance Strand Leader in the Secondary school.

RETAIN: We continue to measure the internal organisational climate annually with a 

survey to all employees in June. Over the last 5 years we have consistently received 

positive responses regarding the satisfaction that good working environment/

cooperation/teamwork brings to our employees’ day to day. 54% of employees 

mention this as their first response when asked about strongest satisfaction factor of 

working in SASS.

Once again, we conducted our staff development initiative which divides all school 

employees in five different categories: highlighting key personnel, potential staff to 

WHOLE SCHOOL
INITIATIVES
Faculty - HR
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undergo further professional development or personal actions plans, evaluate career paths and retention 

strategies.

MOTIVATE: Professional Development is a huge motivation for teachers in SASS. Not only conferences 

abroad but also local workshops and courses that help them continuously improve their expertise as well 

as share best practices with colleagues. 

We also believe in rewarding those employees who show remarkable accomplishments throughout the 

year, that is why 79 members of academic sectors and 29 non-teaching staff were distinguished with 

an “excellent performance” recognition of between 70% and 100% of a salary as a bonus for their overall 

performance during 2016.

Every year we find challenging projects to continue learning. This year we have worked on generating more 

face-to-face relationship between academic and non-academic areas to cultivate synergies in our day-to-

day job. Towards the same end, we also had the pleasure of receiving Y12 Business and Economics pupils 

and show them what a day in an HR department looks like, including making them role-play activities and 

sharing innovative ideas. 

Conferences, Courses and In-service Opportunities

Apart from the positive working climate, one of the benefits of choosing St. Andrew’s as a work place is the 

number of opportunities offered for professional development. 

As usual, most of the Professional Development initiatives take place during the first semester, some 

entailing that staff give up part of their holiday time. So, before classes began, two of our members of staff 

were invited to lecture in different conferences abroad: 

Professional Development

Our Headmaster, Gabriel Rshaid was invited to the Sexta Conferencia Annual de Colegios CIE - Colombia 

2016, organized by the University of Cambridge and the British Council. He delivered a keynote and two 

workshops on School of the Future Now to Heads of more than 120 schools.

Alejandro Solernó, Phase Leader and CAS Coordinator, was invited to speak at the second Annual 

ManageBac User Group Conference in Europe, held at The International School of The Hague, to speak 

about the local implementation of ManageBac, a software that we use to track the progress of our 

students in their IB subjects. 

•

•
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Once the school year began, attendance to other conferences by members of our staff continued:

Sheldon Guenther, Head of Secondary, attended the Learning & the Brain Conference which connects 

educators to the latest research in the science of learning and its potential application

For the tenth year running, the school was present at the Annual ASCD Conference. This year it was held 

in Atlanta, GA and the topic was Trusted voices. Powerful learning. Vicky Ayam, Head of Kindergarten 

and Gabriel Rshaid, Headmaster, both attended and presented during the event, where Ms. Ayam was 

invited to moderate a forum on LGBT as part of the Learning for All = Teaching for All conversation.

Juan Pablo Ventura, Head of Pastoral Care, was invited as coordinator of The Hero’s Journey in Virginia, 

USA. 

This year’s Latin America Heads Conference was held in Santiago, Chile.  Eliana Mocorrea and Moira 

Lutteral accompanied Gabriel Rshaid to this annual gathering of Heads of the majority of the bilingual 

schools in Latin America. Gabriel delivered a workshop on Leadership, relating the very successful 

experiences from our school-led ESSARP leadership retreats.

•

•

•

•
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This event that takes place every April and is organised and coordinated by St. Andrew’s leadership team 

together with Ben Walden. It has been running for four years and more than 30 young leaders of schools in 

this organisation share a 3-day experience to help them transit their last year at school in a more conscious 

and meaningful way, learning traits that hopefully will accompany them during their lives.

BEN WALDEN

ESSARP LEADERSHIP RETREAT FOR HEAD BOYS & GIRLS:

This year we were privileged to have the visit of Ben Walden on three occasions.  He worked with students 

to help them with their English and Literature projects and units on Shakespeare and most especially helped 

the large group of Year 11 students who applied for Leadership positions.  He worked with their end of year 

speeches and presentations, gave workshops for different year groups and also worked with teachers, 

helping them plan the year and hearing their feedback on his last visit.

•

•

•

•

As we can sense everywhere, technology is part of our everyday life, including in schools.  This is the 

reason why the ISTE conference is becoming more and more popular.  Three of our members of staff 

attended this year’s instance in Denver, USA: Patricia Benmergui, Head of the Science Department and 

Inés Cazenave and Karen Roberts from Punta Chica Primary, who attended the conference because 

theirs was one of the chosen projects of the school’s Annual Professional Development Contest.

Leader2Leader Forum: As ASCD’s Emerging Leader, Vicky Ayam was invited to attend this year’s forum 

in Washington, DC where she met other ASCD leaders to learn and lay the groundwork for further 

collaboration.

For the second year running and with the inauguration of Kindergarten 2 in 2017 in mind, a team 

of six members of the Kindergarten staff and leaders attended the NAEYC (National Association of 

Education of Young Children) Conference in Los Angeles, CA. This conference brings together early 

childhood educators, administrators, researchers and teachers to explore the latest research and share 

practices. Gabriel Rshaid, Vicky Ayam, Cecilia Hawkins, Florencia González de León, Guadalupe Gómez 

and Jo Ramaugé were part of the team that attended the conference; the last four being winners of the 

Professional Development Contest of the previous year.

BETT Show Latin America 2016, Mexico: Gabriel Rshaid was invited once again to participate as a speaker, 

delivering two presentations on how our school applies technology to education at this ever-growing 

technology fair that takes place in different parts of the world featuring the latest on technology.
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Student Travel and Exchanges 
DALLAS STUDENT EXCHANGE

COLORADO ACADEMY STUDENT EXCHANGE

In early February 2017, nine students and two teachers visited Dallas in USA, as part of an exchange with the 

Highland Park High School. 

Our students were hosted by families and took part of classes and other activities at the school: various 

subjects, sports, outings to the city of Dallas and Fort Worth, a community service action, a day of job 

shadowing with a professional in the area they wish to follow up when graduated, and a visit to a campus 

university. They had the opportunity to appreciate the characteristics of a society and culture which is 

different to our own, and they showed their competence in representing the values of our community.

It was an enriching experience both for our students and teachers. 

During January, three students from Secondary visited the Colorado Academy school in Denver, sharing 

both home and school life with hosting families.

We had no idea what to expect when we arrived; the girls were excited and nervous to meet their new 

families for the next two weeks. Everyone was very welcoming and friendly which made us forget of the 

extreme temperature difference; it was really cold!

It was great to have the chance to share with other students our culture, school and language. We 

participated in Kindergarten and Primary Spanish lessons, which was a great and new experience. We got 

to the conclusion that even if Colorado Academy and St. Andrew’s are different schools, they have many 

things alike and we all felt very comfortable and glad to be there.

Students had a wonderful time and really bonded with their hosts and families, getting the chance to meet 

new people. We are very happy as we will get the chance to host them in June and show them around 

Buenos Aires.
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2016 was an exciting year for St. Andrew’s and the Admissions Office. Kindergarten 

2-year-old groups were inaugurated in Olivos and Punta Chica and a new Kindergarten 

opened at the Campus site. This conveyed a wonderful challenge for Heads, teachers 

and all members involved in the Admissions Process. 

Presentations of the St. Andrew’s educational project were held in all sites by the 

Headmaster and the Kindergarten Heads. Families interested in getting to know the 

school better had the chance of learning about the school’s current academic offer 

and our plans for the years to come. 

Choosing the right school for their children is one of the most difficult decisions 

for a family to make. Therefore, in addition to the school tours and presentations, 

each family comes in for an individual meeting with Admissions and another one 

with the Head of the sector they are applying to, to see first-hand what enables the 

development of the academic, physical and artistic potential of our students. We too 

want to make sure that a mutual commitment towards the same educational values 

can be achieved between parents and the school. 

We interviewed over 500 families for entry in 2017 which resulted in the admission of 

246 new students: 114 new students in the Olivos Kindergarten and 40 in Punta Chica; 

28 for the Olivos Primary and 12 in Punta Chica; while 20 started in the Secondary 

School. 33 proud pioneers inaugurated the Campus Kindergarten where a new group 

will be added each coming year.

Overall, we began the academic year with 1874 students in the whole school. 

The Admissions Office thanks all those involved in the process, specially staff and 

Heads for their daily effort to make the school a better place, and parents for their 

trust and confidence in St. Andrew’s education. 

We wish our new families a wonderful first year at school!

Ana Repila - Admissions Director

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS
Admissions 
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St. Andrew’s financial assistance policies are supported on several programmes, managed and administered 

by Fundación San Andrés (FSA).  The main objective is to provide families with the required financial assistance 

and/or scholarships, with a specific aim towards retention and attraction of students at St. Andrew’s Scots 

School.  In order to achieve this objective, Fundación San Andrés administers several programmes that are 

funded internally, through school assistance, as a percentage on revenues and, externally, with generous 

donations from third parties.

There are three financial aid instruments currently managed by FSA: Special Scholarships, Emergency 

Loans and Davidson Scholarship. For these three cases, assistance can be granted in the form of partial or 

full payment of school fees by FSA on behalf of the beneficiary.   In addition, FSA manages and administrates 

the Scholarship Endowment Fund (SEF) and the Maggie Salinas Fund (MSF). With the exception of the 

Davidson scholarships, all aid awarded by FSA is “need-based”.  

Special scholarships are for families with an enduring inability to pay full SASS fees. Emergency loans are 

for alleviating situations of temporary financial hardship and therefore, are limited in time. The Davidson 

Scholarship is aimed to assist families suffering from the untimely death or permanent disability of the 

person responsible for paying the school fees.

The Scholarship Endowment Fund (SEF) was created in 2004 as an especially dedicated trust, with the 

exclusive purpose of providing scholarships for students who wish to study at St. Andrew’s.  As explained 

below, SEF has grown thanks to the generous support of donations from trustees, alumni, staff, parents and 

other members of the St. Andrew’s community.  

The Maggie Salinas Fund (MSF), originated in 2005, is a special scholarship fund dedicated exclusively to St. 

Andrew’s teachers’ children.   The fund bears the name of Maggie Salinas in honour to her thirty-five years 

of service to St. Andrew’s.  The school allocates a percentage of its income to the Maggie Salinas Fund on 

an annual basis, alongside with donations from members of the St. Andrew’s community. 

In addition to the family’s financial need, the criterion used for the allocation of aid includes student’s 

school performance and the family or staff identification with the institution’s values and ethos. Financial 

aid policies and admission policies reflect the same values and have the same objectives.

FSA is a separate legal entity, its Board meets on a monthly basis and the members are appointed by 

ACCESA’s Board.

Financial Aid
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A summary report on the status of these different financial aid programmes during 2016 follows.

EMERGENCY LOANS
During 2016, $ 479,440.- were granted to SASS families, mainly to those going through temporary 

financial difficulties and unable to meet school fees payment.  This action involved emergency 

loans, with no interest charges, to 5 families or 11 students.

SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
During 2016, FSA supported 19 families or 34 students with permanent or temporary structural 

economic difficulties, for a total of $ 2,597,704.-

DAVIDSON SCHOLARSHIPS
Throughout 2016, FSA continued to assist 11 families or 14 students that suffered the loss or the 

permanent disability of parents or responsible adults in charge of the payment of the school fees.  

The amount totaled $ 2,523,181.-

SCHOLARSHIP ENDOWMENT FUND
SEF scholarship awards for the 2016 academic year were granted to 6 families or 12 students. The 

amount totaled $ 833,876.-

MAGGIE SALINAS SCHOLARSHIPS
During 2016, $ 3,794,685.- were granted to 25 SASS staff families or 38 students. 

FORMER PUPIL SCHOLARSHIPS
Former pupil scholarship for the 2016 were granted to 7 families or 11 students. The amount 

totaled $ 572,421.-

In total, when taking into account the above mentioned financial aid programmes, 

in 2016 a total of $ 10,801,307.- (SASS and third party funding) was 

allocated to financial assistance, benefiting 73 families with 120 students.
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The Development Office, working from its Development, Communications and Alumni areas, carried 

out numerous actions with an aim to accompany the varied school initiatives and its relationship to the 

community. Principally, it supported three areas in fundraising:  Annual Fund (Teacher training and Student 

training), Scholarship Endowment Fund and Campus San Andrés.

The Quiz Night was organised for the second year running; an event which brings together families and 

staff in aid of the Annual Fund, to accompany the school’s objective to promote ongoing training for our 

teachers and students. Further actions by individual donors we added, primarily with Alumni classes who 

funded one Y12 student to take part in the London International Youth Science Forum. In this way, the 

Alumni area encouraged the former pupils to back initiatives which favour our students.

We continue to support our Scholarship Endowment Fund. The purpose is to offer to families who strive 

to educate their children at St Andrew’s financial aid from individual donations of helping families through 

direct debit transactions, as well as through our annual Golf Tournament, an event which has reached its 

tenth edition. 

The Development area also arranged donations for CIAESA, Centro de Investigación Aplicada en Educación 

San Andrés. Numerous donations in goods and services were received, leading to savings both for the 

fundraising events and the school’s operative budget.

As far as the actions concerning the Campus San Andrés, the V Annual Dinner was held at the San Isidro 

Tattersall, attended by families, former pupils and school authorities. This year STAGE II was presented, 

comprising mainly the Primary building.  As a change from previous years, the focus was not on the 

obtaining of actual donations, but on the creation of a bridging loan to tide over the construction of the 

building until the sale of the Punta Chica premises were finalized. Many families committed their support 

of the project by pledging loans in the region of 4 million dollars, which will be requested according to the 

needs to finance the project.

The Alumni Office successfully organised the various yearly class reunions, so as to bring closer and maintain 

the connection with former students. Meetings were held in Miami and New York, bringing together a high 

number of former pupils who live in USA.  Jointly with Secondary school, they organised the Football 

Tournament in aid of TECHO. All these activities promoted personal contact and an approach towards 

St Andrew’s of over 1,000 former pupils during 2016. We collaborated with the identification of former 

pupils to request donations in kind for the new campus building, and these actions will continue during the 

construction period of Primary (see Alumni report).

Development & Communications

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Development & Communications 59
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For the first time the CASA, Comunidad Ampliada San Andrés, event was held, where all the institutions, 

Church, School, University, Foundation and CIAESA gathered at the Campus San Andrés to spend a day 

enjoying various activities which brought together authorities, families, staff, students, former students and 

community members in general. A video was presented to show the origin of each one of the institutions 

involved. 

The Communications area worked on the maintenance of the Webpage and social networks, and furthered 

the development of the new San Andrés APP, so as to improve and optimise communication with families 

and the community, and among different sectors in general. Work was performed on the upkeep of notices 

and signage at all our sites, and on the improvement of the mass mailing system.

During the second half of the year, special attention was put on the Kindergarten and Admissions sectors, 

concerning the new Kindergarten proposal. Information was given on the new approach and structural 

changes in K3 and K4, as well as the opening of K2 in both the Olivos and Punta Chica sites, and the start 

of the school year in our new Campus, with the opening of K2 and K3.

The Thistle, Dianoia, Annual Report and SASS News, the latter only in digital format, were published with 

the collaboration of the different school sectors. Flyers and communication notes to families and staff were 

designed to keep all informed of the activities happening, as well as the monthly posting of our Newsletter.

SURVEY TO PARENTS: it was held for the fifth time in the month of November. It has been held over the 

last years with an aim to obtaining updated information on the families’ degree of satisfaction concerning 

the education their children receive at school. The surveys were conducted in 2005, 2007, 2010, 2013 and 

November 2016. All parents received a mail with a link to access the online survey. The Development and 

Communications Office was in charge of collecting and processing the results. Based on 1060 families, we 

received 697 answers, i.e., 66% of the parents’ database. Participation was similar to the 2013 survey (65%).
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The following arise from our family survey: “Global satisfaction with the School”, garnered from the answers 

to “School quality in general”, the “Academic quality” and the “General wellbeing of your child” is highly 

valued and attains 8 points. 78% of the surveyed parents declare that if they had to go back in time and start 

over again with the selection of a school for their children, they would surely (38%) or very probably (40%) 

chose St. Andrew’s again.  

Families were asked to point out the most positive aspects and those where there is room for improvement, 

and there was a box to write their opinions. In the open questions, as to which are the most positive aspects 

they appreciate in their children’s education, families are consistent with previous surveys on pointing out 

the following characteristics:

•    academic formation 

•    English language

•    the quality of teaching

•    quality of teachers

•    choice of sports

•    extracurricular activities

•    diversity of the educational community

VALUES: The formation of the student in the values of camaraderie and respect

SPORT: Make improvements in the areas where there is the lowest level of satisfaction, mainly hockey 

in the Primary School - Improve the organisation of the School-Club activities 

SECONDARY: Improve the quality of some of the professors and the means of communication with the 

different players in the section (tutors, assistants, Heads of Year, Heads of Department, Heads of Sector) 

for a better follow-up of the students 

DINING-ROOM: Improve the quality of the service 

COSTS: Revise and improve the cost of tours and study trips; anticipate information so as to be able to 

assess the various options offered by the school 

FAMILIES: The diversity of the community of parents is mentioned  as an important value and also the 

need strengthen and work on values at school, not only with the students but also the families. 

•

•

•

•

•

•

We value the work of all the families who contributed their time to fill this survey, as the answers help us to 

carry on working towards a better education.

Eliana Mocorrea - Development & Communications Director

Concerning aspects to prioritize mostly mentioned by the families, the following actions were identified as 

needing further work and the introduction of improvements:
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The Alumni Office’s prime objective is to mantain a fluent relationship between the School and its former 

students, and amongst former students themselves. It is through various events that we manage to mantain 

the St. Andrew’s spark lit in each one of them, offering not only professional support, but personal guidance 

as well.

Alumni SASS
“San Andrés fue parte de tu vida. Alumni San Andrés te acompaña toda la vida”

EVENTS

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Hosting of the 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 60+ year’s graduation anniversaries.

Welcoming the class of ’16 to the Alumni network, with a “Pancho Party”. We presented the benefits of 

being part of Alumni, and participated in their Graduation Ceremony.

Coordination of the International Alumni reunions in: New York, Miami, Amsterdam and Vancouver.

Collaboration in the V Annual Campus Dinner at the Tattersall hall in San Isidro.

VIII Alumni Football tournament organization, to benefit the “Un Techo para mi País” NGO, where over 

120 former students and staff members played.

Data recollection and analysis on former students’ perception on the school’s educational quality.

Bringing former students back to school, helping them decide to send their children here.

Fundraising for the Annual Fund, which sends students abroad to participate in Science forums in 

London (LIYSF) and Debate Championship in Stuttgart, Germany.

Organization, logistics and support in the 1st CASA Festival, for the whole St. Andrew’s community.

Family Day donations: food, beverages and sponsors.

Breakfast with donators and students benefited from the Annual Fund.

Set-up, data collection and analysis of results from the survey sent to former students about the 

perception on the institution’s academic level.

Updating the map showing former students living abroad.

Admissions support: bringing former students’ children to school. (35% of students are former students’ 

children)

Sending students to trainings abroad through the Annual Fund: London and Stuttgart.

1st CASA Festival organization, for the St. Andrew’s Extended Community.

Logistics, getting sponsors and coordination of Y11 waiters for the V Campus Dinner.

31% of all current students are former students’ children.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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NETWORKING

COURSES AND CONFERENCES ATTENDED

Conference with Alec Oxenford ’86, creator of OLX and Let Go.

Dinner with class of ‘73 graduates.

Fundación Zorba presentation, a foundation focused on rescuing and protecting endangered 

greyhounds.

Participating in the Annual UdeSA Marathon.

Meetings with scientists from FLACSO University about our former students’ career choice.

Breakfast with donators and beneficiaries from the Annual Fund.

Leadership course in UdeSA.

1st Annual workshop on Public Management in UdeSA.

Human Camp 2016 in Torcuato di Tella University.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Flying Scotsman
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JUNE

June 14th 
10 Years Class of ‘06

June 24th
Former Pupil reunion in 

Miami

June 30th
Former Pupil reunion in 

New York

APRIL

April 2nd
Former Pupil reunion in 

Vancouver

April 30th
St. Andrew’s VIII Football 

Tournament

AUGUST

August 5th
20 Years Class of ‘96

August 19th
Y 12 Welcome to Alumni 

Hotdog Party
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SEPTEMBER

September 3th
Former Pupil reunion in 

Amsterdam

September 15th
30 Years Class of ‘86
Student and Annual 

Fund Donors Breakfast

OCTOBER

October 14th
40 Years Class of ‘76

October 17th
Campus Dinner - waiters

October 21st
60 years Class of ‘56

NOVEMBER

November 4th
50 Years Class of ‘66

November 18th 
Golden Ages

November 25th 
5 Years Class of  ‘11

I CASA Festival
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FORMER PUPIL AWARD 2016

FERNANDO D. CERUTTI ’72 & ROBERTO LENTON ‘64

Fernando is a Permanent Deacon of the Roman Catholic Church - Diócesis de San Isidro and Diócesis 

Castrense, and he received a Diploma of Peace Promoter at International Level 3.  He has been an architect 

for the Argentine Navy since 1988, in charge of their works, with the rank of Frigate Captain.  One of his 

publications, Planificación Urbana y Ordenamiento Territorial sobre el Delta del Paraná, Sección 1ª de las 

Islas, was presented at the 2011/12 Architecture Biennial with an award, and was later recognised by the 

Tigre Municipality for its relevance and application. Since 2004, Fernando has worked as a host family for 

destitute minors. He has taken in children from various Juvenile Courts to be cared for in transit homes 

until their adoption by other families.  Between 2004 and April 2016, he has received 38 girls and boys in 

his home, and in every case they have become one more member of the family. The children have ranged 

from 30 days to 12 years old.

Roberto holds a Ph.D. in Hydrology and Water Resource Systems from MIT. He worked in the Secretaría 

de Recursos Hídricos de la Nación, was an Assistant Professor in MIT, held an Officer post at the Ford 

Foundation in India, was Director General of the International Irrigation Management Institute in Sri Lanka 

(currently International Water Management Institution), among others. All tasks undertaken by Roberto, 

both in teaching and in executive posts, require a wide range of human and professional skills, and special 

abilities and a disposition to bring all these elements together. One thing is the knowledge of water and its 

properties, and Roberto has no doubt shown this, but another thing is the organisational and institutional 

talent to achieve a better management of this resource. It is really very exceptional to find a person who 

can combine both, and Roberto has more than shown he holds both aptitudes.
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FORMER PUPIL AWARDEES

2016
Roberto Lenton ’64 & Fernando D. Cerutti ’72 

 2015
Patricio Boyd ’95

2015
Marcos H. Ohlsson ’97

2009
Maxi Aubi ’85

2013 - Anthony Hall ’59
& Ivan French ’00

 2008
Nicolás Ducoté ’88

 2012
Valeria Terzolo ’75

2007
Hope Logan ’41

2011
Minkai

2010
Billy Murchison ’59

2014
Tulio Calderón ‘76
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ANNUAL FUND
The Annual Fund is a school initiative aimed at raising funds to send students to different conferences abroad, 

such as the London International Youth Science Forum, or the World Schools Debating Championship. 

In 2015, and with the help of Classes of ’60 and ’70, we managed to send Miranda Sessarego and Victoria 

Sciandro to the Science Forum in London. Both deserved this scholarship for having shown an evident 

passion for sciences throughout all Secondary. Thanks to the backing of a private family we managed to 

send Mateo Navarro and Lucas Graciano to the Debating Championship in Singapore.

In 2016, thanks once again to the donations of the 

same groups of former pupils, Santiago Bugallo, who 

demonstrated the same scientific curiosity, also travelled 

to London.  And, for a second time, thanks to a generous 

donation by a private family, it was possible to send Lucas 

Graciano to the World Schools Debating Championship 

once again.
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STUDENT SURVEY
The Alumni Office held a survey among the 2016 graduates, to know their choice of universities and careers 

at graduation time.

69,5% of the 128 graduate students answered.

We share the graphs of the results and attach a comparison of the selected careers in the 2005-2015 

period, vis-á-vis choices of the 2016 cohort.

UNIVERSITIES SELECTED BY CLASS OF ’16

OTHER SCHOOL AREAS

Alumni SASS 69

UBA: 21%

DiTella: 17%

ITBA: 10%
UdeSA: 10%Foreign Universities: 8%

UCA: 8%

Universidad de Palermo: 4%

UADE: 4%

Universidad de Belgrano: 4%

Universidad del Salvador: 2%

%

ENERC: 1%
Undecided: 10%

UdeSA: 10%

UBA: 21%

DiTella: 17%

ITBA: 10%

Foreign Universities: 8%

UCA: 8%

Universidad de Palermo: 4%

UADE: 4%

Universidad de Belgrano: 4%

Universidad del Salvador: 2%

ENERC: 1%

Undecided: 10%

Universidad Austral: 2

Universidad Austral: 2%
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FIELDS OF STUDY SELECTED BY CLASS OF ’16

Economics: 30%

Architecture
and Design: 17%

Engineering: 10%

Law: 9%

Social Studies: 7%

Medicine: 6%

Art: 5%

Psychology: 4%

Natural Sciences: 2%

Technology: 2%

Undecided: 8%

Engineering: 10% Medicine: 6% Natural Sciences: 2%

Economics: 30% Law: 9% Art: 5% Technology: 2%

Architecture and Design: 17% Social Studies: 7% Psychology: 4% Undecided: 8%
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Mail: alumni@sanandres.esc.edu.ar

Tel: 0810.555.7277 / 4846.6500 (ext. 1307 / 1352)

Lila Macchiavello ’75 

& Francisco Cressall ‘05

Facebook: Exalumnos San Andres

Skype: alumnisanandres

Youtube: alumnisanandres

LinkedIn: alumnisass

Instagram: alumni_sass

COMPARISON BY FIELDS OF STUDY
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Red San Andrés has grown in multiple aspects during 2016. Having enlarged the team at the end of 2015, 

and thanks to new and existing connections, we could make way for more joint projects and actions and 

increase the visibility of the San Fernando en Red programme, both within and outside the St. Andrew’s 

Community.

Committed to collaborating with the improvement of the quality of education in San Fernando and to 

empower the organisations in the district, we have generated and offered events, training, meetings, 

management of donations and reinforced the communication tools available to the 135 organisations 

which currently make up San Fernando en Red.

We are grateful to Diego Bertotto, María Zwanck, Alicia Frisch, Juan Casiraghi, Lorena Olivares and Diana 

Jarvis, who together with Lucía Valyi and Camila Vilcinskas, completed the   RedSA San Fernando team 

during 2016. 

Following, are some of the actions we have carried out and the achievements we have accomplished 

together throughout the year.  

Community & Outreach

•

•

Programa DALE! We offered San Fernando this methodology for teaching children in vulnerable 

situations how to read and write, developed by Dra. Beatriz Diuk and her team. We offered an open 

training course for the San Fernando en Red organisations and set the programme up and running in 

three of them throughout the year, with very good results

Deportes para Compartir programme. Repeating the 2015 experience, and together with the Educación 

para Compartir organisation, this year we implemented this programme for the education of values in 

San Fernando in the Escuelas de Gestión Estatal N° 22 and N° 23. We started the first stage of teacher 

training and made a yearly follow up in both organisations.

RED SAN ANDRÉS - SAN FERNANDO EN RED

IMPLEMENTED TRAINING SESSIONS AND PROGRAMMES
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JOINT PROJECTS

•

•

•

•

Desarrollo de proyectos con impacto social y ambiental en la Argentina - A subject at the Universidad 

de San Andrés. For the second consecutive year, this subject was offered for students to connect to 

different realities and carry forth specific projects at the San Fernando en Red organisations. One group 

of students organised an event for the dissemination of San Fernando en Red at the  UdeSA Campus, 

as their end of year project.

Cultural Outings - Espacio Cultural San Andrés and Red San Andrés. We offered cultural outings to 4 

San Fernando en Red organisations, visiting the historical sites of Capital Federal, under the guidance of 

Marita Cánepa, director of MuPSA and a St. Andrew’s teacher. 

III Campaña de Red San Andrés - Expresarte 2016! Art materials and instruments were collected, and 

the link was strengthened with representatives of different sectors of the St. Andrew’s community 

institutions, including the Club San Andrés in the campaign for the first time. Added to this, we organised 

the training for “Expresiones artísticas en comunidad, buscando puntos de encuentro”, led by the trainers 

of the UdeSA Escuela de Educación, attended by representatives of 18 organisations of the newtwork.

Collaboration with the socio-emotional education programme of the Fundación por el Desarrollo 

Comunitario San Andrés. Two teachers from the Kindergarten level at Punta Chica, offered a teacher 

training workshop for teachers in San Fernando, and they later collaborated with the foundation by 

advising three Kindergartens throughout the yearly project. Materials for the programme were donated 

and at the end of the year the St Andrew’s Learning through Service team and Y7 and 11 students 

organised an “Emotions Kermesse” at the Campus, attended by over 60 San Fernando children.

•

•

II Congreso Pedagógico de Nivel Primario de San Fernando. It was jointly organised and developed 

together with the educational inspectors of the IV region. It was held at the Campus IV and the Escuela 

N° 23 on Guatemala street, and was attended by 260 teachers from 35 primary state schools. A breakfast 

was also held with the San Fernando authorities and the St. Andrew’s community.

IV end of year meeting of San Fernando en Red. It was attended by 135 representatives of 51 San 

Fernando organisations, the St. Andrew’s community and other guests. We intervened the map of 

San Fernando as an intergroup activity, and shared a video with testimonies of our 2016 En Red work 

experiences. 

EVENTS SPECIFIC ACTIONS
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Offer and granting of scholarships for courses at the UdeSA Escuela de Educación for organisations 

of San Fernando en Red.

Joint actions with the Fundación Reciduca. The organisation of a joint activity between two San 

Fernando en Red organisations; Volunteer work by APESA parents at two San Fernando schools; UdeSA 

students’ project in a hydroponic nursery; UdeSA students visit to the Foundation; participation in 

institutional events.

Carrera UdeSA Corre 2016. We took part in the press conference and had a stand at the event where 

we received non-perishable food donations which were distributed to three San Fernando en Red 

organisations.

Festival CASA - Comunidad Ampliada San Andrés. We participated actively in the organisation and 

running of this event. On the day of the Festival, we coordinated a goodwill stand where the community 

collaborated with Christmas cards and presents. 132 boxes where handed over to the San Fernando en 

Red organisations with the help of volunteers.

Joint Planting with Zona Imaginaria in Villa Jardín. We participated in this activity which was organised 

by Zona Imaginaria along the Uruguay Avenue and the Panamericana corridor in Villa Jardín. 

Joint action with Tetrapak - Programa Educar, with an aim to equip schools with recycled furniture. 

The first delivery of furniture was made to Escuela EP N°28.

•

•

•

•

•

•

ORGANISATIONS WITHIN 

SAN FERNANDO EN RED
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•

•

•

Institutional relations and communication with San Fernando and within St. Andrew’s Community. 

We were present at events and in neighbourhood networks in San Fernando, institutional presentations 

and meetings with the municipality, state entities, companies and other organisations. We also took 

part in institutional presentation committees and informative meetings in different sectors of the St. 

Andrew’s institutions.

Signing of a cooperation pact between our School (ACEESA), the Consejo Escolar and the San 

Fernando Municipality. With an aim to assist with the improvement of the facilities in the playgrounds 

of our neighbours Escuela N° 23 and Secundaria N°15, we made changes to improve water drainage in 

these areas.

Communication tools and related actions. We worked actively on the www.sanfernandoenred.org.ar 

webpage, Social Networks, the monthly bulletins for Fernando en Red and Facebook. We updated data, 

incorporated new organisations to the network, generated the 2016 organisation guide, filed document 

archives and produced graphic and audiovisual publicity material.

INSTITUCIONAL RELATIONS AND COMMUNICATION

Our thanks to all the community for the help and collaboration to San Fernando during this year! We invite 

you to carry on building this network together.

Camila Vilcinskas - Community & Outreach Director

We managed the donation of goods which were distributed to 58 organisations of San Fernando en Red: 

1008 objects (furniture and boxes of books, teaching material, etc.), cash donations (two Bake Sales at 

Punta Chica collected $10,020. and $11,700. to help with projects at two organisations, and a group of 

Y6 parents donated $15,000. for the purchase of supplies and furniture for the Escuela N° 23 beside the 

Campus, we donated 44 musical instruments and 1,485 art supplies under the REDSA Annual Campaign 

project and delivered 132 Christmas boxes assembled at the Festival CASA. 

DONATION MANAGEMENT
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Infrastructure Operations 

In the 2016 cycle we complied with all current regulations and the monitoring and continuous improvement 

audits.

We worked on the improvement and recovery of school spaces and the quality of the facilities and sports 

fields. We performed all legally required as well as necessary corrective and preventive maintenance of our 

facilities.

 During the year, several audits were carried out with the best entities in Argentina on good manufacturing 

and bromatological practices in our canteens, along with the monthly audits of our services, all with 

satisfactory results. All evacuation drills were carried out during the school year.

One of our biggest challenges was the setting in motion of the new Kindergarten education proposals and 

in particular that of the Campus Kindergarten.

These are the relevant points of 2016, with a work group that surpasses itself day by day and a dynamic 

formation.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Polishing, surface treatment, demarcation of sports lines and painting of school shield on the gymnasium 

floor.

Unification of 2 offices on first floor (Orientation), replacing Durlock® wall with sliding panels.

Painting of metal structure and replacement of covers of 100 desks; painting of metal structure and 

replacement of seat and back of chairs.

Playground embellishment project.

Painting of walls and ceilings of upper and lower floor passageways, stairs, stairwells and Hall; painting 

of classroom doors.

Polishing and lacquering of  floors of 4 classrooms (2B, 3C, Learning Studio Year 2 and Learning Studio 

Year 3).

Repairing of synthetic surface of the synthetic turf field.

Axle rectifying, and replacement of pulleys, bearings and belts in Hall’s air heating system.

Installation of a new fire-fighting system with two electric pumps and a jockey pump, manifold and 

corresponding electrical panel.

Non-slip treatment in main entrance, access ramp to swimming pool and access ramp to internal 

services’ office.

Painting of walls and floor of pool, keeping demarcation of lines and shield.

MIDDLE SCHOOL

OLIVOS PRIMARY SCHOOL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Polishing, surface treatment and demarcation of sports lines on Hall floor and stage.

Replacement of carpets for vinyl flooring in 7 classrooms on C floor of the R. S. Peña building and 2 

classrooms in the Pelliza building basement.

Replacement of lighting fixtures  to improve  F1 and F2 computer labs.

Entire remodeling of the Library to create sectors for collaborative work.

Replacement of desks for round tables and supply of new chairs in M2 Music classroom.

Replacement of desks for a table for 10 computers with conduits for the electrical and data     connection 

of same, and replacement of chairs in the M3 Music classroom.

Automation of the operation of air conditioners in science laboratories by installing a timer to rationalise 

the consumption of electrical energy.

SECONDARY SCHOOL
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Improvement and remodeling of 1 classroom, replacement and walling-up of openings, painting and 

plotting of walls, ceiling painting and application of figures (clouds) in MDF, painting and plotting of 

existing furniture, new furniture placement, replacement of lighting fixtures, installation of projector, 

installation of countertop with basin, cabinet and taps.

Painting of walls, ceiling and passageway openings; application of figures (clouds) in MDF in ceilings.

Integral painting of girls’ bathroom (tiles, masonry, ceilings and doors). Replacement of mirror and 

lighting fixtures.

Integral painting of boys’ bathroom (tiles, masonry, ceilings and doors). Replacement of mirror and 

lighting fixtures. Replacement of tap water tubing and replacement of urinal discharges. Installation 

of electric water heater for supply of hot water to bathroom and adjacent classroom.  Laying of black 

granite splashboard with countertop, basin and changing table.

Painting of walls and doors in 6 classrooms (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A and 6B) on the first floor, internal wall 

conduits for electricity and data cabling, replacement of wainscoting.

Replacement of lighting fixtures in the 6 Primary classrooms that were painted.

Cleaning by means of a hydro-washer and subsequent painting of masonry and hydro-glazing of bricks 

at the front of the building.

Leveling of parking lot with gravel.

Refurbishing of 2 bathrooms on the ground floor of Primary (main access), painting of walls, ceilings 

and openings, replacement of mirrors.

Refurbishing of Library, general painting, furniture relocation, replacement of lighting fixtures, placement 

of screen and overhead projector.

General painting of passageways of ground and upper floors.

Refurbishing and painting of walls (masonry and tiles) and roofs of girls’ and boys’ bathrooms on the 

first floor.

Reconditioning of changing room for the creation of a robotics laboratory.

Painting of reception and infirmary; improvement of electrical installation.

OLIVOS KINDERGARTEN

PUNTA CHICA PRIMARY SCHOOL

•

•

Installation of 6 air conditioning units in classrooms 2C, 4B, 4C, 5C, 6B, 6C.

Decoration of the dining room, painting of columns and installation of a decorative band plotted on 

vinyl material.
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Ing. Federico Pasarin - Operations Director

Improvement of K2 and K3 playhouse façades with painting and setting with vinyl plotting with children’s 

motifs.

Complete remodeling of K3 classroom, painting and setting with vinyl plots, replacement of suspended 

panel ceiling by other made of Durlock® with applications of figures in MDF and replacement of lighting 

fixtures, total replacement of furniture for others made of melamine and Formica®.

Construction of semi-covered access with iron structure from Kindergarten to K2.

Creation of a soft play area outside the Casita and provision of children’s games.

Construction of a dock for vehicles that allows the ascent and descent of people, installation of sliding 

gate, transfer of metallic protection of the field and security cabin.

Painting of walls and floors in playground.

Reconditioning of electrical installation of K2 and K3 for supplying lighting circuits, air conditioners and 

outlets. Channeling of wiring through internal and external trays.

Automation of operation of air conditioning equipment with timer to rationalise the consumption of 

electric energy.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Remodeling of K2 classroom, installation of complete furniture, construction of changing sector with 

washing area and bathroom included inside the classroom, general painting, setting with vinyl plots.

Remodeling of classroom K4, general painting, supply of complete furniture, setting with vinyl plots.

Construction of soft play area with games for K2.

Relocation of aluminum enclosure for greater privacy of  K2 sector and setting  of access corridor to 

the rooms.

General painting of staffroom, furniture replacement, supply of counter with basin and cabinet, 

cupboard and round table, faucet with hot and cold running water.

Completion of K2 and K3 on Campus

Filling and sand dressing of rugby fields

Campus kitchen modification

Improvements in internal service spaces 

 Installation of signage and lighting

Reparation of potholes and lane demarcation

PUNTA CHICA KINDERGARTEN

CAMPUS
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Ruben Hawryluk - IT Manager 

Information Technology 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The renovation of critical equipment on the data and telephone networks, to improve the availability of 

services and prevent non-programmed interruptions.

We included the Campus Site, as part of the IP Telephony network.

We continued with the expansion and optimisation project of the WiFi network.

We renewed and improved the multimedia connections in the classrooms, including new projectors 

and wiring.

We equipped the new learning spaces in Music, Art and Learner Space with multimedia technology, 

Internet and PCs.

We installed the new Kindergarten classrooms in Olivos and the Campus, with multimedia and Internet 

equipment.

We set up a system of ID student cards with photos, integrated to the academic system. 

We set up a staff control system in the dining room, integrated to the management system.

We have updated the entire provision of printers and set up a system to track consumption statistics, 

environment control and which generates savings in the use of paper.

Concerning information security:

We have expanded our awareness campaign by means of talks to parents, students and internal 

communications. 

We set up security technology to protect inside and outside access to the network of servers, applications 

and website. 

We set up improvements to protect Internet browsing.

We have set down security policies on the students’ email accounts to prevent the risk of phishing or 

improper access.

During 2016 we focalised on: 

•   the ongoing updating of service quality 

•   Information security

so as to be able to keep fully ahead of the exponential growth of devices on our network, for which we 

offer technological services, mainly concerning Internet.

For this same reason, we have done the following, among other tasks:
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The fiscal year of 2016, which ended for St. Andrew’s on February 28, 2017, generated 

total revenues of $ 296.9 million and total operating expenses adding up to $ 293.9 

million. The net financial result for this period was $ 0.7 million, which produced a net 

final surplus of $ 3.7 million.

Total assets amount to $ 189 million, of which $ 50.6 million are current assets 

and approximately $ 138.4 million are non-current assets. Total liabilities amount 

to approximately $ 98.9 million, of which approximately $ 75.4 million are current 

liabilities and approximately $ 23.5 million non-current liabilities. Net worth is 

approximately $ 90.1 million.

It is the school’s strategy to maintain a solid financial situation in order to face eventual 

contingencies or unexpected events during regular operation, as well as to build an 

infrastructure reserve that the school considers necessary to improve St. Andrew’s 

current facilities.

In 2016 budget targets were met, despite a complex economic scenario.

Total income is mainly composed by tuition fees, invoiced on a monthly basis from 

March to December, plus one annual matriculation fee. Total expenses are mainly 

composed by staff salaries, plus general expenses and teaching materials.

The Capital Expenditures totaled $32.4 million, of which $ 16.3 million were invested 

in the regular maintenance and building upgrade projects and the acquisition of IT 

equipment, while $ 16.1 million pertain to the work carried out in the Campus San 

Andrés.

During 2009, the school purchased a 16.3-hectare plot of land in San Fernando. In 

April 2015, the Campus San Andrés was inaugurated with the completion of the Sport 

Pavillion building and the sports fields; these spaces are currently in use by the school 

students.

Financial Information  
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At the end of 2016, Phase II of the Campus project began, starting with the soil movement tasks for the 

construction of the primary building.

The building will have approximately 7,500 covered square meters and is defined as a small learning 

community building. The building is subdivided into three large areas. Two wings of three floors of classrooms 

where the same scheme is repeated: six classrooms with a central learning center and a nucleus of its own 

bathrooms. The third area is the central body for common uses, comprising a multipurpose room, library, 

laboratories, Art room, creativity, music and Black Box.

Also, in February 2017, a Kindergarten (initial level) was inaugurated in the Sport Pavillion building; this first 

cycle comprising rooms for 2 and 3-year-olds.

During the fiscal years 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016, the Association obtained the following loans from 

the Banco Galicia y Buenos Aires, which were fully adjudicated to the construction of the Campus San 

Andrés project and were for the most part canceled:

October 2012: A mortgage loan for $15 million, to be amortised in 36 monthly installments, the first of 

which was due in the month of November 2013. The loan accrued interest on outstanding balances at 

the nominal rate of 15% per annum. As of February 28, 2017, the loan has been wholly canceled by the 

Association.

July 2013: Unsecured financial loan for $6 million to be amortised in 24 consecutive monthly installments, 

the first of which was due in the month of July 2014. The loan accrued interest on outstanding balances at 

the nominal rate of 15.25% per annum. As of February 28, 2017, the loan has been wholly canceled by the 

Association.

December 2013: Additional mortgage loan agreement for $4 million, to be amortised in 24 monthly 

consecutive installments, the first of which was due in the month of January 2015. The loan accrued 

interest on outstanding balances at the nominal rate of 15.25% per annum. As of February 28, 2017, the loan 

has been wholly canceled by the Association.

June 2014: The Association obtained an unsecured financial loan with Banco Galicia for $6 million to be 

amortised in 24 monthly consecutive installments, the first of which was due in the month of June 2015. 
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The loan accrues interest on outstanding balances at the nominal rate of 17.50% per annum. As of February 

28, 2017, 20 installments of $250,000 each have been paid by the Association.

December 2014: The Association obtained an unsecured financial loan for $5 million to be amortised in 36 

monthly consecutive installments, the first of which was due in the month of January 2015. As of February 

28, 2017, the loan has been wholly canceled by the Association.

March 2015: The Association obtained an unsecured financial loan from the Banco Galicia for $8 million 

with payment of capital plus interest due on March 9, 2016, with an option to make partial pre-cancellations. 

As of February 28, 2017, the loan has been wholly canceled by the Association.

December 2016: The Association contracted a financial loan with Banco Galicia, for $ 16,000,000 to be 

repaid in 24 monthly and consecutive instalments, the first of them due in February 2018.

The Extraordinary Assembly Meeting held on November 30, 2016, approved the basic conditions for the sale 

of all properties that make up the Punta Chica sports field and elementary school, delegating to the Board 

of Directors the definition of the final terms of sale, guarantees and their execution within the approved 

conditions.

On February 20, 2017, the Board of Directors approved the terms and conditions of Intecons S.A.’s offer to 

purchase the above-mentioned buildings.

As of February 28, 2017, the Association has received from this company a sum of US $ 300,000 as a 

holding deposit. 

Additionally, dated April 24, 2017, the Association received from Intecons S.A. US $ 700,000 as a reinforcement 

of its holding deposit.

Given that the deed of sale is expected to be implemented during the financial year ending February 2019, 

the total residual value of the buildings to be transferred, which is $6,287,456, is shown in the item “goods 

available for sale” within the non-current assets.

Silvia Satas - Chief Financial Officer
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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